Gluteus Maximus Muscle Flap in Tongue in Groove and Wrap Around Pattern for Refractory CSF Leakage in Extradural Cyst Patient
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Abstract

Spinal extradural arachnoid cyst (SEAC) is a rare disease and has surgical challenges because of the critical surrounding anatomy. We describe the rare case of a 58-year-old woman who underwent extradural cyst total excision with dural repair and presented with refractory cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leakage even though two consecutive surgeries including dural defect re-repair and lumbar-peritoneal shunt were performed. The authors covered the sacral defect using bilateral gluteus maximus muscle flap in tongue in groove and wrap around pattern for protection of visible sacral nerve roots and blockage of CSF leakage point. With the flap coverage, the disappearance of cyst and fluid collection was confirmed in the postoperative radiological finding, and the clinical symptoms were significantly improved. By protecting the sacral nerve roots and covering the base of sacral defect, we can minimize the risk of complication and resolve the refractory fluid collection. Our results suggest that the gluteus muscle flap can be a safe and effective option for sacral defect and CSF leakage in extradural cyst or other conditions.
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Primary extradural tumors of the spine are rare and constitute approximately 4% of all spine tumors.1 Despite their rarity, these tumors have surgical challenges because of the critical surrounding anatomy including the nerve roots and spinal cord. Spinal extradural arachnoid cyst (SEAC) is a herniation of arachnoid membrane through a dural defect communicating to intradural subarachnoid space. Etiology of herniation is still unclear and can be either congenital or acquired including trauma, inflammation, and infection.2 The standard treatment of SEACs remains controversial,
some insist that in case of symptomatic SEACs, a surgical procedure would be needed. The repair of dural defect is on consensus among surgeons to prevent for the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leakage. Here we report our experience with case of refractory CSF leakage surgically cured by gluteus maximus muscle flap in tongue in groove and wrap around pattern.

Case Summary

A 58-year-old woman presented with radiating low back pain and voiding difficulty for 3 years. She underwent hysterectomy for adenomyosis 16 years ago, and sling operation for incontinence 8 months ago. Urinary symptom was improved with incontinence surgery, and other physical findings were not remarkable. Preoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed 3-cm sized extradural cyst without evident dural defect or subarachnoid communication (Fig. 1A, B). And computed tomography (CT) revealed the bony erosion finding in adjacent posterior sacrum.

Sacral canal was opened through median sacral crest at the S3 level. The thecal sac was deviated to dorsal side due to cystic lesion and the cyst compressed sacral nerve. After cyst resection, hole-like dural defect was found and repaired using Lyodura (B. Braun Melsungen AG, Germany), which is derived from dura mater of a human cadaver (Fig. 2A). Palpable fluid collection on sacral area recurred after two consecutive surgeries of drainage with dural defect re-repair and the third operation was combined with general surgery department for lumbar-peritoneal shunt. In the operative field, the evidence of CSF leakage through the dural defect was absent. In the fourth operation, the department of plastic surgery was requested for coverage of bony defect and blockage of CSF leakage. After exposure of cystectomy site, the sacral defect was closed by bilateral gluteus maximus muscle flaps. One is tongue in groove pattern and the other is wrap around for protection of visible sacral nerve roots and coverage of sacral defect simultaneously (Fig. 4). The left side gluteus muscle was positioned on base of sacral defect and the right muscle flaps covered the defect, so as to protect the sacral nerve roots and block the CSF leakage. Each muscle flap was approximately 6 cm in size. After closure of the wound, negative pressure wound therapy was applied for 2 weeks. After 2 weeks, the lower back pain and palpable fluid collection disappeared. After 1 month after the flap surgery, follow-up MRI study was performed and complete disappearance of the fluid collection was shown with visualization of gluteus maximus muscle flap (Fig. 5). And 1 year after surgery, she has not shown any symptoms.

Discussion

SEAC is a rare disease and the prevalence of SEACs is most likely in the thoracic region for 65%, lumbar region for 25%,
and sacral region in 6%. SEACs are mostly asymptomatic and found among male patients in their 20s to 50s. The presenting symptoms may include radiating pain, paresthesia, claudication, bowel or bladder dysfunction, and weakness.

The pathogenesis of SEACs is not clear. It is assumed to be the result of dural defect and cause of dural defect can be congenital and acquired. Although there is still debate in determining the etiology of SEACs, the theory of congenital dural defect is widely accepted. One hypothesis is that tension across the movable dural sac and fixed roots can be subject to dural tearing. In case of structural abnormality such as Marfan syndrome, the probability of dural tearing may be increased. However, there are cases of no dural defect identified. In that case, authors explained that the cyst occurred by pulsatile CSF dynamics through dural defect and the communication had been gradually closed over time and then disappeared.

The exact mechanism of cyst expansion affecting the spinal cord is also not yet identified, but several theories have been proposed. The first hypothesis is ball valve mechanism that the CSF pressure increases intermittently, which expands the cyst and creates tension in the cyst wall. When the CSF pressure decreases again, the tension applied to the cyst presses the pedicle to prevent the CSF outflow from the cyst. Another theory is hyperosmolar collection of fluid within the cyst causing free water to enter. The other theory is active fluid secretion from the cyst wall, expanding gradually due to lack of communication with the subarachnoid space. It is based on cases of recurring cyst after the dural defect repaired like our experience. Several cases reported in the literature have speculated that the valve-like mechanism with intermittent surges in CSF pressure. The exacerbation of symptoms during exercise and Valsalva maneuvers is related to inflation of cyst. CSF pressure increases temporarily and fluid enters the cyst on straining and coughing, causing some degree of spinal cord compression.

Because the clinical symptoms of SEACs are similar to those of degenerative spine disease, SEACs are easy to misdiagnosis. An MRI is the most useful diagnostic tool. CT myelography or CSF flow MRI study can identify the location of dural defective site between the subarachnoid and the cyst cavity. Recently, the usefulness of other imaging study such as kinematic MRI or time-spatial labeling inversion pulse MRI have been reported for detection of the communicating hole.

In our case, the patient had no history of trauma, arachnoiditis, previous spine operation, and no specific underlying disease. The dural defect was detected and repaired in initial surgery and the repaired state was confirmed in serial surgeries. Histological evaluation showed that the cyst wall in our case only contains hemorrhagic tissue and layered collagenous fibers, but not the glands or secreting tissues. We suggest the possibility of another communication such as dural defect between the subarachnoid space and the cystectomy site. And it is assumed that the muscle flap covered the leakage point. Although there was a probable communication hole identified in MRI taken 4 months after the initial surgery, but further evaluation such as CSF flow MRI study could be helpful.

**Fig. 4** Postoperative photographic finding after 1 month after the flap surgery. A complete disappearance of the fluid collection was shown with visualization of gluteus maximus muscle flap.

**Fig. 5** Intraoperative photographic finding. Sacral defect was covered by bilateral gluteus maximus muscle flap in tongue in groove and wrap around pattern (A, B). The left gluteus maximus muscle flap was positioned on base of sacral defect to protect the sacral nerve roots. The right gluteus muscle flap was covered by the sacral defect above the sacral bone and the wound was closed (C).
The gluteus maximus muscle is one of the most frequently used flaps, because flap separation is technically easy, while it has an abundance of blood circulation and excellent elasticity due to a large volume of the muscle. The muscle provides a straightforward option for this challenging spinal wound with minimal morbidity. Because of its bulk, it completely obliterates any dead space, and also acts as a biological barrier to the continuous leakage of the CSF. Further theoretical advantages of the muscle included drainage of the CSF back to the circulation through its rich capillary network. This muscle pattern for sacral defect produced good clinical and radiological outcomes. This muscle is a useful reconstructive option for spine surgeons to manage these challenging spinal wounds presenting refractory CSF leakage.
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